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Abstract. Time series data-mining algorithms usually scale poorly with
regard to dimensionality. Symbolic representations have proven to be a
very effective way to reduce the dimensionality of time series even using
simple aggregations over episodes of the same length and a fixed set of
symbols. However, computing adaptive symbolic representations would
enable more accurate representations of the dataset without compromis-
ing the dimensionality reduction. Therefore we propose a new generic
framework to compute adaptive Segmentation Based Symbolic Repre-
sentations (SBSR) of time series. SBSR can be applied to any model
but we focus on piecewise constant models (SBSRL0) which are the
most commonly used. SBSR are built by computing both the episode
boundaries and the symbolic alphabet in order to minimize information
loss of the resulting symbolic representation. We also propose a new dis-
tance measure for SBSRL0 tightly lower bounding the euclidean distance
measure.

1 Introduction

Time series are easily collected in huge amounts only limited by the sampling
rate of the sensors used to fill the databases. However, the sheer amount of
available data prevents the direct analysis of those time series. Furthermore,
even the automated data-mining algorithms have a hard time scaling up to
the task handling long time series. For this reason, one usually computes new
representations of the time series. There can be two (non exclusive) goals for
those representations:

– Dimensionality reduction. The representations should preserve as much as
possible the underlying information. Usually, such representations allow to
reconstruct time series as close as possible to the original time series (accord-
ing to some distance measure). The difference between those representations
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and the one used for compression is the need to enable some operations di-
rectly on those representation (for example computing distance measures).

– Information extraction. The representations should make the underlying in-
formation explicit. Those high-level representations must exhibit the rele-
vant information as defined beforehand. This is akin to pattern matching
and symbolic process-monitoring [10] where episodes of interest are detected
and labeled according to a predefined set of shapes.

There has recently been a growing interest in symbolic representations of time
series. The poster child of such representations being SAX (Symbolic Aggregate
approXimation)[9] which enables many data-mining tasks. Symbolic representa-
tions fall clearly into the information extraction kind of time series representa-
tions, where episodes are associated to symbols interpretable according to the
data-mining task. In this paper, we propose to learn those symbols without prior
knowledge in order to build more relevant symbolic representations. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background and related
work in time series symbolic representations and adaptive versus non adaptive
representations. Section 3 presents our proposed Segmentation-Based Symbolic
Representations (SBSR) with an emphasis on those based on piecewise constant
segmentations (with linear model of order 0) SBSR-L0. In the same section,
we propose a generic algorithm to compute SBSR and a specific algorithm for
SBSR-L0. In sections 4, we evaluate the modeling accuracy of our algorithm. For
space constraint reasons, we could only illustrate the results on our real-world
dataset in this paper. However, more extensive evaluations, along with more
detailed algorithms, are available in an expanded version of this paper [2]. In
section 5 we discuss the distance measures that can be defined over SBSR in
order to take advantage of the accurate modeling for a better lower bounding
distance measure. We present our conclusions and current research directions in
section 6.

2 Background and Related Works

As we have seen in section 1, time series databases are usually much too large to
be tackled directly by data-mining algorithms. As far as this paper is concerned,
the problem does not come from the number of time series in the database, but
from the length of the time series. For this reason, we build representations of
time series in order to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, as it is a very
common preprocessing step. A model for time series databases handling both
the number of time series and the length of those time series is presented in
[4]. Many time series data-mining algorithms are based on a distance measure
between time series, so defining such a distance measure is crucial when design-
ing new time series representations, as we will see in section 5. Amongst the
many time series representations already available, we will focus on those tack-
ling issues the most related to our need for concise and expressive time series
representations:
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1. SAX (Symbolic Aggregate approXimation), for the information extraction
process of turning numerical time series into strings of symbols,

2. APCA (Adaptive Piecewise Constant Aggregation), for the advantages of
locally adaptive representations with regard to conciseness / modeling accu-
racy tradedoff, when compared to its non-adaptive counterpart (Piecewise
Aggregate Approximation).

The dataset of the univariate time series to be represented is defined as fol-
lows: Let S = {TSi}i∈{1...M} be the dataset of M time-series. Each of the
time series is defined on the same time stamps: TSi = {(vi

j , dj)}i∈{1...N} with
vi

j ∈ R and dj ∈ D, D being the temporal definition domain of the time
series.

2.1 SAX: Symbolic Aggregate Approximation

The underlying principles of SAX are that the values taken by the normalized
time series follow a normal distribution, and that the time series are ”oversam-
pled” according to the interesting patterns. Amongst the advantages of such a
simple representation, is the fact that computational requierments for building
such representations are minimal and that it is easy to compare representations
of different time series if the episodes are of the same length. Another important
asset of SAX is the distance measure that can be defined to lower bound the eu-
clidean distance. SAX is based on the mean value of the time series over episodes
of the same length. The sequence of those means is in fact another time series
representation, but a numerical one, called Piecewise Aggregate Approximation
(PAA).

2.2 Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation Versus Piecewise
Aggregate Approximation

SAX is a kind of symbolic version of PAA, that is based on piecewise constant
models (or linear models of order 0) over episodes of the same duration, built
by quantizing the means according to a partition. PAA was introduced as an
effective representation of time series in [7] where it was shown to enable dimen-
sionality reduction and indexing of time series databases. As always, there is a
tradeoff to be made between the accuracy of the representation and its concise-
ness. The accuray is often measured by the sum of square errors (SSE) and the
conciseness by the complexity of the representation (i.e. the number of episodes
for PAA).

Better accuracy/conciseness tradeoffs can be achieved thanks to APCA([5]),
an adaptive variant of PAA where episode length is locally adapted to the values
taken by the time series. In search of time series symbolic representations that
would yield the benefits of adaptive representations, that is better conciseness
versus accuracy tradeoffs, we propose a new kind of symbolic representations
based on segmentations.
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3 SBSR: Segmentation-Based Symbolic Representations

3.1 Generic Framework for Symbolic Representations of Time
Series

With the notations presented in section 2, we defined the symbolic representa-
tions in [1] as follows:

– E = {ep = (dp, dp+1)}l∈{1...P} is a set of P episodes that is a partition of
the time domain D.

– Λ is a set of K symbols.
– SR(TS) = {(ep, λp, . . .)}p∈{1...P} is a symbolic representation of TS that

allows to define a function : E → Λ, ep �→ λp. Each tuple of SR(TS) is at
least made of an episode and a symbol, but other information can be added,
either numerical of symbolical in nature.

This very broad definition of symbolic representations encompasses a great
number of symbolic representations. Different kinds of such symbolic represen-
tations are studied in [3], but we now present a new kind of Segmentation-Based
Symbolic Representations (SBSR) that makes use of segmentation algorithms in
order to compute the sets of episodes.

3.2 Segmentation-Based Symbolic Representations

Segmented models of time series can be defined as Seg(TS) = {(ep, φp)} where
φp is a set of parameter values for the given model. PAA and APCA are both
segmented models for linear models of order 0, and linear models of order 1 are
used in [6].

SBSR generalizes the quantization of the means in PAA that leads to SAX
by defining clusters of parameters values. Let Λ = {λk}k∈{1...K} be the alpha-
bet of symbols associated to Γ = {γk}k∈{1...K} the partition of the param-
eter space, SBSR(TS) = {(ep, λp, . . .)}p∈{1...P} is a symbolic representation
such that ep �→ λk/φp ∈ γk for a given segmentation of TS into P segments
Seg(TS) = {(ep, φp)}p∈{1...P}.

SBSR can be applied to any model but we now focus on the representation
based on linear models of order 0, that we call SBSR-L0.

3.3 Segmentation-Based Symbolic Representations with Linear
Models of Order 0

SBSR-L0 are defined as follows:

– Λ = {λk}k∈{1...K} is the alphabet of symbols. Each λk is related to a pro-
totypical numerical value φ′

k ∈ R and an interval Ik = {φ ∈ R/(φ − φ′
k)2 <

(φ − φ′
l)

2∀l �= k}.
– E = {ep = (dp, dp+1)}p∈{1...P} is the partition of D into P episodes.
– SBSR-L0(TS) = {(ep, λp)}p∈{1...P}, where λp is the symbol relating to the

interval that contains TS[ep], the mean value of TS over the episode ep.
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What we call restricted segmentation is a segmentation where the model pa-
rameters can only take values from a finite subset of the parameter space (here
{φ′

k}k∈{1...K}). Fig.1 shows the SBSR-L0 representation of the daily extract of
the time series. It is important to note that the levels used for this extract are
computed in order to represent the whole time series and not only this small
extract, hence it is a daily extract of the SBSR-L0 representation of the whole
time series and not SBSR-L0 representation of a daily extract.
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SAX representation :
 BAAEEEFFEB
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SBSR−L0 representation :
 (0,148)A,(148,198)D,(198,316)C,(316,409)D,(409,480)B

Fig. 1. Daily extract (over 480 points) of SAX and SBSR-L0 representations with 10
symbols

As we have seen in section 3.1 the most difficult part is often to devise efficient
algorithms to compute E and Λ in order to maximize the modeling accuracy.
However, it is possible to take advantage of the efficient segmentation algorithms
to compute SBSR in general and especially SBSR-L0.

3.4 Generic Algorithm for Computing SBSR

The generic algorithm that we propose is a two-step iterative process much like
the k-means[11] and E-M algorithms:

1. Compute initial segmentation
Seg0(TS) = {(ep

0, φp
0)}p∈{1...P} of TS into P segments with the best algo-

rithm affordable according to the number of points N .
2. Optimization of the interpretations of alphabet {φ′

k
s} for a given set of

episodes computed in previous step s. We cluster the set of extracts of
{TS[es

p]} into K clusters according to the clustering criterion and compute
prototypical values {φs

k} that minimize the reconstruction error when each
episode is associated to the prototypical value of its cluster.

3. Optimization of the set of episodes Es+1 according to a given set of in-
terpretations {φ′

k
s}. We perform restricted segmentation of TS with model

parameters values restricted to {φ′
k

s}.
4. Repeat from step 2 until convergence

4 Modeling Accuracy

In order to provide simple distance measures between the time series of our
datasets, we decided to compute only one set of episodes E and one set of symbols
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Fig. 2. SSE for numerical reconstructions from SAX and SBSR-L0 representations of
our real-world dataset

and their interpretations for the whole dataset, and not specific sets for each of
the time series. The modeling accuracy would have been even better with specific
sets of episodes and alphabets of symbols. Given that SAX representations do
not define a numerical reconstruction, we decided to assign to each SAX symbol
a numerical value that is the mean value of the normal distribution over the
associated interval.

The real-world dataset that we used to evaluate SBSR-L0 is based on urban
traffic information sampled every 3 minutes by 423 sensors. The time series are
normalized and the dataset is made of the 5000 daily extracts of 480 points from
those time series. With notations in section 2, we have M = 5000 and N = 480.
In Fig.2, we present the SSE for numerical reconstructions from SAX and SBSR-
L0 representations. Each curve represents the SSE for a number of symbols
(K ∈ {4 . . . 9}. It is important to notice that the SSE scale is logarithmic. The
dahsed lines (resp. plain lines) are all thoses corresponding to SBSR-L0 (resp.
SAX) representations.Within each of these groups the better results are of course
those of the representations with the most symbols. It is interesting to note that
SAX modeling is not always increasingly more accurate when more episodes are
used for the representations.

5 Distance Measures

As we have seen in section 1, in order to be useful for data-mining tasks, repre-
sentations of time series must enable the use of distance measures. Of course, the
main advantage of symbolic representations is to enable specific manipulations
using the domain semantic. A semantic distance between symbolic representa-
tions of time series would make use of an edit distance (or Levenshtein distance
[8]) between the symbol strings and a semantic distance between each symbol.

However, it is often very important to be able to compare time series according
to the underlying numerical data, for example by using the euclidean distance.

As we have just seen, the distance factor between symbols of SAX representa-
tions is based on the theoretical worst-case of mean values over the set of repre-
sented time-series extract. This pessimistic approach is good because it does not
require any information from the represented time series and is not dependent
on the datasets. However, it would be possible to lower bound more efficiently
the euclidean distance with information about the mean values actually taken
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by the time series in the dataset. This also makes the case for representations
both numerical and symbolical in nature. As for numerical computations such
as distance measures, one cannot beat the accuracy of numerical information.
From the smallest to the largest amount of numerical information that can be
put into SBSR-L0, we have:

1. No additionnal information, as in SAX. Let us call the associated distance
DSAX .

2. Dataset global information. For each symbol, we store the actual minimal
and maximal values of mean values taken by the time series extracts over
episodes represented by the symbol. Let us call the associated distance Dg.

3. Time series local information. For each symbol and each of the time series,
we store the actual minimal and maximal values of mean values taken by
the time series extracts over episodes represented by the symbol. Let us call
the associated distance Dl.

4. Episode local information, as in APCA. Let us call the associated distance
DAPCA.

It is obvious that we have DSAX(TSi1, TSi2)≤Dg(TSi1, TSi2)≤Dl(TSi1, TSi2)≤
DAPCA(TSi1, TSi2)≤D(TSi1, TSi2), ∀(TSi1, TSi2) ∈ S × S.

The best tradeoff between the space requirements and efficient lower bounding
is application dependent. In Fig.3, we show the results of the evaluation of the
distance functions over our real-world dataset (presented in section 4)for various
values of K and P .

We computed the mean thightness for all of the distances between each pair
of time series in the dataset. We represented the tightness of 4 distance mea-
sures (DSAX , Dg, Dl, DAPCA) on both SAX and SBSR-L0 representations. That
should be 8 curves but we can see only 6 because DSAX and Dg are extremely
close to each other.

From the lowest (worst) to the highest
(best), the curves that we can see are :

1. DSAX and Dg for SAX
2. DSAX and Dg for SBSR-L0
3. Dl for SAX
4. Dl for SBSR-L0
5. DAPCA for SAX
6. DAPCA for SBSR-L0
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0
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2
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0.
6

0.
8

1.
0

Fig. 3. Mean tightness of lower bounding
by the various distance measures for 9 sym-
boles and 3 to 10 episodes on our real-world
dataset

6 Conclusions and Future Works

We have proposed SBSR, a new generic framework for locally symbolic and
numeric/symbolic representations of time series based on segmentations and a
generic algorithm to build those representations.
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Amongst SBSR, we focused on those based on piecewise constant models with
prototypical values associated to symbols: SBSR-L0. We proposed an algorithm
to build locally optimal SBSR-L0 and made experimental validations of the
modeling accuracy of SBSR-L0 on a real-world dataset. We proposed various
distance measures between SBSR-L0 representations, corresponding to different
tradeoffs between space requirements and accuracy of the euclidean distance
lower bounding and provided experimental results for those distances measures.

The SBSR framework allows to define numerous kinds of symbolic or nu-
meric/symbolic representations of time series. When the information to extract
concerns the local linear trends of time series, we ressort to SBSR based on
clustering of trends in linear models of order 1 (SBSR-L1-T).
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